PRITY DIR INFO WAVE CITE MEXI 3465

GYROSE LITAMIL-9

1. EARLY AFTERNOON 14 FEB 63, JUANA AND EMMA CASTRO WENT CUBAN
EMBASSY GET VISAS TRAVEL HAVANA HERBERO JORRIN, CUBAN NEGRO GATEKEEPER,
REFUSED ALLOW CASTRO SISTERS ENTER PROBABLY BECAUSE HE CONFUSED
ALTHOUGH CASTROS TOLD LITAMIL-9 HE AWARE WHO THEY WERE. EMMA BROKE
DOWN CRIED, JUANA WENT INTO RAGE VERBALLY ATTACKING JORRIN LOVEST
TERMS "CHUSMA" ETC. THIS POINT LITAMIL-9 APPEARED ON SCENE
GAVE JORRIN UNDERSTAND THEY CASTRO SISTERS AND WITH SOME OPPOSITION
FROM JORRIN HAD CAR GATE OPENED. JUANA DROVE CAR THROUGH GATE
AND MANUEL VEGA PEREZ AND PEDRO LARA MUÑOZ APPEARED TRYING STOP
CAR WHILE FOLLOWING IT AROUND BACK EMBASSY AND CONTINUING HEATED
ARGUMENT. JUANA REMARKED "I'M NOT GOING TO BLOW UP THE PLACE."
L-9 WENT CONSULAE WITH PASSPORTS AND TOLD EUSEBIO AZCUE OF
SCANDALOUS SITUATION. L-9 AND AZCUE WENT SCENE, LATTER THEN TAKING
EMMA CONSULATE WHERE HE PUT VISAS BOTH PASSPORTS. L-9 REMAINED WITH
JUANA AFTER VEGA AND LARA LEFT. SHE RANTED AGAINST CUBAN PERSONNEL
STATEING "THEY'LL PAY FOR THIS", "FIDEL WILL HEAR ABOUT THIS AS SOON
AS WE ARRIVE." SHE THEN WROTE IN NOTEBOOK NAMES LARA AND VEGA WHICH
L-9 gave her. Shortly afterwards, Julio Conde Figueroa, Cuban cook, appeared in yard and L-9 asked him if he had any coffee, i.e. for Castro sisters. Conde retorted angrily and abruptly that there was no coffee. Few minutes later Emma returned and the two sisters left the Embassy grounds.

2. On morning 15 FEB Ramon Sinobas Casador called MTG discuss responsibility scandal set forth para 1. Most all Embassy personnel attended, also Irina Tapoate de Valdes (notable exception Andres Armona Ramos). Vega particularly vitriolic criticism Litan-9. Recommended that report be forwarded Hava re same. L-9 felt he singled out as culprit behind scandal and target remarks Sinobas, Vega, Castellar, Jorrin, Lara, others who waiting this chance. Sinobas asked that all congratulate ("un saludo") Jorrin for his exemplary performance at gate which "makes him a worthy soldier of the revolution" and with back to L-9 gave him understand he to blame incident. Sinobas said that discussion of this "grave incident" would continue next week and that report would be sent Hava.
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